
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

Nothing of all this ______________________, if it ______________ for
me.
1.

(happen) (not/be)

Mrs. Darcy ______________________ her bitterest enemy if Jack
______________ her to.
2.

(welcome) (desire)

If it ___________ another place and another man Connor
_____________________ it a lover waiting for his mistress.
3.

(be) (think)

A year later he was compelled for want of clothing to discharge levies
which he had so much trouble in obtaining, and "want of flour
_______________________ the whole army" if he __________________
this expedient.

4.

(disband) (not/adopt)

He died in hardly more than two years; and if Dickens ______________
the most liberal treatment at his hands, he _________________________
himself more generously for the widow and children.

5.

(enjoy) (not/exert)

But Martin Luther never knew of these things and there was none to teach
him, and probably he ______________________ them stoutly if they
_____________________-arguing the question six nights and days together.

6.

(reject) (passive/present)

If she ___________ strikingly ugly and dull, instead of strikingly pretty and
bright, Elizabeth ___________________ it easier to be kind and generous to
her.

7.

(be) (find)

Now, if the pressure ___________ normal to the chord of the surface, the
drift proper __________________ to the lift (108 lbs.)
8.

(be) (be)

It certainly _________________________ Mrs. Bruce if her small daughter
________________ to her bonnet's whereabouts.
9.

(electrify) (confess)

That this intimacy ______________________ in marriage, or an offer of
marriage, if the lady's affections ___________________________, the
Fosters seem to have believed.

10.

(result) (not/passive/preoccupy)
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If he _______________________________ and organized they
_____________________ their wages at all.
11.

(not/scheme/and/borrow) (not/have)

In the meantime, undoubtedly, he ___________________________ to
rather high rank in the naval service, if he _____________ it.
12.

(passive/advance) (join)

It __________________ far better if they ___________ a man.13.
(be) (send)

If he ___________ alone, it is quite probable that he
___________________ to the woods, so much did he dread to return to
Woodville.

14.

(be) (take)

Ted had once told her that there was a time when, as he expressed it, he
____________________ calmly to perdition, if Vincent _______________
before him and shown him what was there.

15.

(walk) (not/go)

If he ____________ them to be the same, he
________________________ his time in drawing them.
16.

(know) (not/waste)

If they ____________ in London they __________________ even more
furious, I expect.
17.

(live) (be)

It was hardly fair to blame Timothy for any of it, but if she
_________________ to "fix" Miss Eliza total annihilation
______________________ immediately.

18.

(threaten) (follow)

I _______________ you alone if you ___________ me alone; but you
have interfered with me and made my life miserable.
19.

(leave) (leave)

But if it ___________ a spring bed, with the finest of linen, they
_______________________ better, or awoke more refreshed, when the
forest was being made melodious by the songs of birds.

20.

(be) (not/sleep)
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